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Learn the simplest ways to get things done with Windows® 8 on tablets!Here’s WHAT you’ll
learn:Enjoy the Windows 8 touch experience on your tabletUse the Start screen to find
everything you needExplore the web, and send and receive email and messagesOrganize your
files, photos, and videos in the cloudPlay games, manage your music, and watch moviesUse
maps to find directions and set your locationHere’s HOW you’ll learn it:Jump in wherever you
need answersEasy-to-follow STEPS and SCREENSHOTS show exactly what to doHandy TIPS
teach new techniques and shortcutsQuick TRY THIS! exercises help apply what you learn right
away

About the AuthorSimon May is an IT Evangelist for Microsoft. He talks to IT Professionals around
the UK, explaining how to get the most out of Windows, and how IT Professionals can
encourage smarter use of devices in their organizations. Simon is also an author and successful
blogger.
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L.R. Jenkins, “Essential Reading Before buying your next Tablet. "Windows 8 for Tablets Plain &
Simple" is an excellent text for understanding all of the major elements of Tablet operating
systems. This is especially true when you purchase a new tablet and find a slip of paper written
in 3 languages that directs you to a lot of web sites. There are some real benefits in having a
manual in your hand when faced with difficult questions: Windows 8 for Tablets Plain & Simple
fits that need.”

pip, “Four Stars. Thanks”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. It was exactly as advertised and arrived before I expected”

H. L. ARLEDGE, “Good for what it is. I liked this book. It was not what I thought when I ordered it,
but it more than does what the description explains.”

For Real, “Nicely produced beginner's guide to Win8 for Tabs. My family started using Windows
8 this past Friday, the first day of its general availability. We have a Surface in addition to running
Win8 on two desktops. For the most part, none of us including the kids had any trouble getting
used to the new interface... and everyone except me loves it! I like it, but so far have found myself
switching back and forth between the new tile interface and the old desktop. I was working from
home this weekend so I was on my PC a lot. My hubby bought this book so he could learn a few
tricks. A few tips, from how to group the tiles and name the groups to what the new IE's "skip
ahead" feature actually does, are really good. But this colorful book is really a beginner's guide. It
covers everything from the new Start screen with the tiles to customizing your Windows 8
experience to managing online and family safety. But the book was evidently put together in a
great rush, as it has quite a few typos! Overall, it's a good "missing manual" type of guide.”

Mrs. UE Howell, “Just right for me, someone who is 'new' to windows8. The book is nice and
clear to follow, would recommend it to anyone who is unfamiliar with Windows8 for Tablets”

Keith Rodgers, “Five Stars. Excellent”

nicolette mawas, “not quite the stuff. It was not quite what I wanted as I have the new microsoft
Surface, and git does not give any tips for its usage, although Surface uses Window 8”

The book by Alex Gonzalez has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 11 people have provided feedback.
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